TOUGH PRODUCTS FOR TOUGH CONDITIONS

The forestry industry can be a punishing environment with demanding expectations and around the clock production. Every piece in this complex machine needs to perform up to these demands or you risk bringing it all to a halt.

At PPI, we understand what’s at stake and it can be seen in the quality and reliability of our products.

WD DRAG CHAIN DRUM SPROCKETS
PPI carries a complete line of WD chain drum sprockets with each order built to suit your type of chain, number of chains per sprocket, tooth count and flange width. All drum sprockets are built to industry standards:

- Available in all WD chain types
- Available in multi-strand and multi-tooth styles
- Standard with XT or keyless fittings
- Optional solid or shrink fit hubs available
- Optional hardened teeth or round-bar teeth

LONG LINK SPROCKETS
Our long link chain sprockets come in two distinct design types; drive or idler sprockets. All are built to your requirements:

- Available with solid or replaceable teeth
- Available with custom flange widths to suit chain attachments
- Standard with XT or keyless fittings
- Optional solid or shrink fit hubs available
- Optional heavy duty designs for idler sprockets

HOURGLASS ROLLS
Hourglass rolls are built to withstand the severe conditions of the industry. All of our hourglass rolls are built to suit your specific width and diameter and come with:

- Internal tube design for extended life
- Standard keyless fittings
- Optional AR400 hardened steel fins